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Before eDNA surveys can be deployed, the methods used to capture and extract
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methods are available, and the effectiveness of these methods has been assessed in
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DNA need to be determined. Multiple widely used eDNA capture and DNA extraction
the literature. These studies used raw estimates of target cells captured from mesocosms and tanks, or already extracted DNA, which are not reflective of environmental
DNA or precise enough to accurately compare eDNA capture and DNA extraction
methods. Here, using qPCR quantification, we compared two eDNA capture and extraction methods using low and high concentrations of DNA cloned into living cells.
By cloning target DNA into living cells, we can control the quantity of our starting
copy number to directly compare the efficiency and effectiveness of each method
throughout the process of eDNA handling and data analysis. This approach is useful for determining which capture and extraction method is suitable for the target
species and sampling location of interest before full-scale deployment. Although our
target species DNA is consistently and accurately detected (even at low concentrations), stochasticity is a significant factor in our ability to consistently recover all the
starting material by the end of sample processing. By recognizing that stochasticity is
important for eDNA recovery, more accurate sampling models and eDNA processing
protocols can be developed to increase eDNA detection sensitivity.
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cost-effective tool for initial species detection surveys (Dejean et al.,
2011; Piaggio et al., 2014; Spear et al., 2014; Takahara et al., 2013;

Environmental DNA (eDNA) surveillance is a relatively low-
cost

Trebitz et al., 2017; Tucker et al., 2016; ). There are many consid-

way to monitor a species of interest, and due to the low abun-

erations that are required for accurate and effective eDNA de-

dance of rare and newly introduced species, eDNA has become a

tection of rare and invasive species. These considerations include
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“preventing contamination in the field and the laboratory, choos-

gBlock. From here on out, the terms cells and copies will be used

ing appropriate sample analysis methods, validating assays, testing

interchangeably.

for sample inhibition, and following minimum reporting guidelines”

Based on previous studies of E. coli cell growth over time, the tar-

(Goldberg et al., 2016). Additionally, loss of DNA through the cap-

get number of cells per colony after 12 h of growth is 107–10 8 cells.

ture and extraction process should be measured when considering

Cell culture of cloned E. coli cells for this study was consistent with

which methods to deploy (Song et al., 2020). The focus of this study

previous studies (Lodish et al., 2000). Media Growth Medium, ampi-

is choosing the most appropriate sample analysis method for your

cillin, X-gal/IPTG (Q60220, Thermo Fisher) was used for cell cultur-

study.

ing, and selected colonies were subcultured on Luria-Bertani agar

The efficacy of capture and extraction methods can significantly

(LB, DF0445-17-4, Fisher Scientific). Cells were added directly into a

affect detection probabilities (Erickson et al., 2019; Willoughby

qPCR reaction and qPCR testing confirmed target cloned cell growth

et al., 2016). Many studies have compared capture and extraction

to be at approximately 107 copies/μl for 17-h-old cultures. Dilutions

methods (e.g., Deiner et al., 2014; Eichmiller et al., 2016; Hinlo

were performed by suspending a single isolated colony in Dulbecco's

et al., 2017; Piaggio et al., 2014; Turner et al., 2014) using either syn-

PBS (dPBS, D8537-500 ml, Sigma-Aldrich), and the entire cell slurry

thetic (or previously extracted) DNA or using cells from the target

suspension serially diluted 10-fold to reach target dilutions of 10 4,

species. Synthetic or previously extracted DNA provides a poor re-

103, 102, 101 for subsequent capture and extraction method com-

flection of eDNA capture and extraction efficiencies for DNA that

parisons. This dilution series was similar to those tested for synthetic

is packaged within cells (Turner et al., 2014, Wilcox et al., 2015).

internal positive control testing in Wilson et al. (2015). Each copy

Yet, capturing eDNA from living organisms in tanks or pools is not

dilution was plated, incubated at 37°C for 12–18 ho, and colonies

specifically useful for determining efficiencies because there is no

counted to confirm copy dilutions. Plate counts were mostly used

precise way to determine the starting concentration of DNA used in

as visualization that bacteria were viable and cell material delivered

the experiment. Here, we used a novel approach that compared two

was intact. qPCR was used (Fu et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2005; Nadkarni

eDNA capture (filtration & centrifugation) and extraction (IBI gMAX

et al., 2002; Ott et al., 2004; Pathak et al., 2012) to verify colony

& Chelex) methods using synthetic DNA cloned into Escherichia

copy number counts (Life Technologies, 2015; Figure 1).

coli (E. coli) to directly measure eDNA capture and DNA extraction
efficiencies.

Dilution accuracy was analyzed by qPCR to accurately determine cell counts (copy number) for each dilution used in subsequent
capture and extraction experiments using 3 μl of un-extracted

2
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ERDC ACTM1 gBlock cloned cells and 17 μl master mix. The resulting 20 μl master mix contained a final concentration of 1X Taqman
Environmental Master Mix 2.0 (4,396,838, Life Technologies), 0.5 μM

Two capture methods (filtration & centrifugation) and two extraction

each of forward and reverse primer (IDT, USFWS, 2021), 0.125 μM of

methods (IBI gMAX Mini Genomic DNA kit (IB47280, IBI Scientific)

FAM tagged, double quenched probe (IDT, Ames, IA; USFWS, 2021),

and Chelex 100 Resin (1,422,822, Bio-Rad) were compared. Each

and sterile water (lab prep). Thermocycling conditions were as fol-

method's efficiency was evaluated using a multiplexed, multi-marker

lows: an initial denaturation at 95°C for 10 min followed by 40 cycles

qPCR assay. Hypophthalmichthys nobilis (Bighead Carp) and H. mo-

of 95°C for 15 s and 60°C for 1 min (USFWS, 2021).

litrix (Silver Carp) were used as our target species because of the
availability of resources, long-term monitoring data, and the multi-
marker assay (; Farrington et al., 2015; USFWS, 2021) was already in

2.2 | Extraction: Chelex vs IBI

use. Synthetic gBlock material was cloned into E. coli bacterial cells,
which were used to evaluate the capture and extraction methods

IBI gMax and Chelex extraction efficiencies were compared by spiking

for high and low DNA concentrations (Figure 1). The gBlock com-

samples with cloned cell directly into the extraction column (IBI) or

prised of the gene regions the markers target and allowed for direct

tube (Chelex) at 102 and 104 copies (n = 30 per treatment; Figure 1).

control of the starting material quantity while maintaining biological

To achieve the delivered target of 102 and 104 copies in the sample

relevance to eDNA capture and extraction.

replicates, replicates were spiked using 10 μl of a cell slurry at 101 and

103 copies. Each copy dilution was plated, incubated at 37°C for 12–

2.1 | Cloning

18 h, and colonies counted to confirm copy dilutions. Plate counts were
mostly used as visualization that bacteria were viable and cell material
delivered was intact. A lower copy number dilution was used for the

ERDC ACTM1 (Farrington et al., 2015; USFWS, 2021) gBlock with a

extraction comparison because it was assumed that less starting ma-

modified A' overhang was cloned into E. coli cells following the TOPO

terial would be lost in the extraction step (relative to the subsequent

TA Cloning Kit (450,641, Life Technologies) instructions. Because

combination of capture and extraction) and overloading the binding

most competent cells take on a single plasmid during a cloning reac-

membrane in the extraction column would result in inaccurate recovery

tion (Weston et al., 1979), it was assumed that a single competent E.

measurements. IBI extractions received 10 μl of cell slurry which was

coli cell incorporated a single plasmid containing the ERDC ACTM1

added directly to 350 μl GSB and 35 μl Proteinase K (USFWS, 2021).
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F I G U R E 1 Schematic of the methods
used to compare eDNA capture and
extraction combinations. 1. Clone target
DNA into E. coli cells: Synthetic gBlock
(IDT) containing our target sequence was
cloned into E. coli and cell number was
estimated using known growth times and
confirmed using qPCR. Serial dilutions
were made from qPCR confirmed cell
counts and serial dilutions were confirmed
using both qPCR and colony count after
plating on LB agar. 2. Compare DNA
extraction methods: Low copy and high
copy cell dilutions were extracted using
either an IBI gMAX extraction kit or a
Chelex solution. Extraction efficiency
was determined using qPCR. 3. Compare
eDNA capture methods: High and low
cell dilutions were spiked into either 5,
50 ml centrifuge tubes or into 2-L Nalgene
bottle. Cells were captured either using
filtration or centrifugation and DNA
was extracted using both IBI and Chelex
extraction methods.

Chelex extractions were carried out using a modified version

1. one 2-L Nalgene sampling containers (2-L of total volume per

of Casquet et al. (2012) where 200 μl of a 1:15 ratio of 20 mg/

sample) spiked with target DNA and processed via water fil-

ml Proteinase K (19,133, Qiagen) and a 10% Chelex resin bead

tration and,

(1,422,832, Bio-Rad) suspension was added to an Investigator Lyse
and Spin Basket (19,598, Qiagen) placed into a 1.7 ml microcentri-

2. five 50 ml centrifuge tubes (250 ml of total volume per sample;
USFWS, 2021) processed via centrifugation.

fuge tube. 10 μl of each cell slurry was added to the Proteinase K:
Chelex solution and incubated overnight at 55°C. Samples were

A preliminary pilot study showed that low copy numbers could

spun through lyse and spin baskets at max speed for 1 min. All DNA

be detected with 10 replicate samples, but measuring the variability

extracts were analyzed on the same day, including extraction posi-

within a treatment was best achieved using 30 replicate samples. In

tive and negative controls. For all subsequent qPCR reactions, the

order to capture the variance within treatments and between treat-

same protocol in 2.1 Cloning above was used, with the exception of

ments, all treatments consisted of 30 replicate samples each. The first

using a 17 μl master mix volume and 3 μl of the extracted template to

treatment included 30 samples spiked at 103 copies (after 10 μl deliv-

fulfill the 20 μl reaction volume.

2.3 | eDNA capture: Centrifugation vs filtration

ery of 10 μl of a cell slurry at 102 copies, Figure 1). The Second treatment included 30 samples spiked at 105 copies (after 10 μl delivery of a

cell slurry at 104 copies; Figure 1). Aliquots of cell slurry dilutions were
spiked into PBS for the 2-L sample replicates (P3813, Sigma Aldrich)
to ensure cellular material would not rupture during processing. Tubes

Capture efficiency was examined between two commonly used

were spiked uniformly to a final concentration of either 103 or 105

eDNA capture methods:

copies. Ethanol was then added immediately to preserve the samples

|
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(USFWS, 2021). At each step of the process (eDNA capture and DNA

minimum copy number of 1. Adjusted copy numbers were then di-

extraction), there is the potential for DNA to be lost. Because we are

vided by 3 to account for the 3 μl of DNA extract used in each qPCR

moving the cells through both the capture and extraction process, we

assay, producing copies per μl recovered. Average copy number per

expect more DNA loss to occur than in the extraction step alone. Thus,

sample (Cs), average delivered extraction copy number (Cd), aver-

we used a higher copy number dilution in the concurrent eDNA cap-

age copies per elution (Ce), and percent recovery (% Recovery) were

ture and DNA extraction comparison.

calculated based on Equations 1–4. Eight qPCR replicates from each

Filtration: Samples from both treatments were filtered through
individual 47 mm glass fiber filters (GC-50, Advantec) using a vac-

dilution were used to confirm starting copy number, and 8 qPCR replicates were tested for each sample across all experiments.

uumed manifold on a benchtop. The entire contents of the 2-L
∑n

Nalgene were gradually poured into a 500 ml filter funnel cup (4238,

i=1

Cs =

Pall Corporation) and vacuum filtered. The filter was then aseptically

Cq

n

3𝜇l

removed with sterile forceps, placed in a sterile 15 ml tube, and frozen at −20 C for later extraction. Extractions were carried out with
either IBI or Chelex, described as follows:

Equation 1: Average copy number per sample (copies/μl) = average
qPCR copy number per sample (8 qPCR replicates)/3 μl elution per

IBI and Filtration—
instead of swabbing as described in

qPCR reaction, where S is a sample, n is the number of qPCR replicates

USFWS (2021), the GSB and Proteinase K solution was added to the

for a sample, and Cq is the calculated copy number of a qPCR reaction

filter after it was placed in a spin basket and collection tube and in-

that crosses the threshold

cubated at 55°C for 30 min. The supernatant was spun through the
spin basket and the remainder of the IBI extraction was as described

Cd = Cs × 10𝜇l,

by USFWS (2021).
Chelex and Filtration—
the filter was placed in a sterile lyse

Equation 2: Average delivered extraction copy number (copies/10 μl

and spin basket and the Chelex solution was placed on top. Tubes

eluate) = average precheck copy number/μl (n = 8 qPCR replicates) *

were incubated overnight at 55°C; then, the supernatant was spun

10 μl cell slurry per extraction∑

through the basket at max speed for 1 min.
Centrifugation: One replicate sample consisted of 5-50 ml con-

Ce =

m
j=1

m

Cs
× 200𝜇l,

ical centrifuge tubes for a combined volume of 250 ml (Figure 1).
Spiked 50 ml tubes were centrifuged according to USFWS (2021)

Equation 3: Average copies per elution (copies/200 μl eluate) = av-

procedures with the single modification of a 10-min spin instead of a

erage copy number (m = 30 samples) * 200 μl eluate per extraction,

30-min spin. Concentrating cells using a 10-min centrifugation spin

where m is the number of samples

is general lab practice and reflected in the literature (Gibco., 2020;
Siersema et al., 1992; Smith & Azam, 1992). After centrifugation,
ethanol was decanted off the tubes and the pellets allowed to dry

% Recovery =

Ce
,
Cd

for 24 h. Once tubes were dry with no traces of ethanol remaining,
tubes were placed in −80°C storage until extraction. Extractions

Equation 4: Percent recovery = average copies per elution / average

were carried out with either IBI or Chelex as described below.

delivered extraction copy number

IBI and Centrifugation—The pellet in each set of 5-50 ml centri-

The coefficient of variation (CV, cv = σ / μ; Bustin et al., 2009)

fuge tubes was swabbed with the same cotton fiber swab. That swab

was used to quantify the variation in the number of copies recovered

was then extracted using an IBI gMAX extraction protocol following

for both capture and extraction methods (average copies/μl), where

USFWS (2021).

variables with low CV have observed values more tightly clustered

Chelex and Centrifugation—The pellet in each set of 5–50 ml

around the mean, while variables with high CV have observed values

tube sets was swabbed using a the same water-dampened swab.

that are very dispersed. Because CV is unitless, it is an effective met-

That swab was added to a 1:15 10% Chelex bead and 20 mg/mL

ric for comparing groups with unequal variances and non-normal dis-

Proteinase K solution in a lyses spin basket. Samples were incubated

tributions. Generally, CV values between 10 and 20% are within the

overnight at 55°C. The baskets were spun at max speed for 1 min to

normal range of expected background variation and are therefore

separate the Chelex beads and swab from the supernatant.

highly reproducible (Pfaffl, 2004). CV values >100% indicate that
standard deviation around the mean is equal to or greater than the

2.4 | Statistical analysis

mean and therefore are less reproducible. The Welch two-sample t-
test was used to compare IBI and Chelex extraction methods, as the
data were not normally distributed, and the variances were unequal.

Based on the BIO-R AD machine performance and the assay's sen-

To compare eDNA capture (centrifuge vs filtration) methods, the

sitivity (Klymus et al., 2019), it is theoretically possible to detect 0.3

Kruskal–Wallis rank-sum test along with Dunn's test (Dinno, 2017)

copies. Biologically, at least one copy needs to be present in a qPCR

was used for comparing multiple rank sums with a Bonferroni cor-

reaction for a detection to occur. Raw copy numbers were adjusted

rection to account for multiple comparisons. All analyses were per-

for qPCR assay limit of detection by rounding all detections to a

formed in R v3.2.2 (R Core Team, 2015).
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presumably due to a failure to spike the sample with starting material. It was removed from subsequent analyses.

All qPCR assays successfully amplified the target except for one of the
eight replicates for the 104 IBI extraction, which was removed from
analysis. All negative and positive controls were as expected. Standard

3.3 | Capture

2

curves were within accepted ranges (Efficiency = 80–120%, R = 0.98
and above, Bustin et al., 2009). ERDC ACTM1 assay limit of quantifica-

Centrifugation was more efficient at retaining cell slurry material

tion (LOQ) is 10 copies (lowest standard in the curve with >95% ampli-

than filtration (Table 4). Overall, filtering, across both extraction

fication, Bustin et al., 2009; Forootan et al., 2017; Klymus et al., 2019),

methods, had reduced performance (Table 4). IBI centrifuge treat-

and the Limit of Detection (LOD) is 2.21 copies (Klymus et al., 2019).

ment recovered higher copies at 102 and 10 4, whereas Chelex centrifuge treatment recovered the fewest copies at 10 4 (Figure 3). Chelex
performed better in extraction alone, with higher percent recovery

3.1 | Cloned cell dilution accuracy

for both 102 and 10 4 copies. However, Chelex did not perform well
when combined with centrifugation, likely due to inhibition from or-

Copies delivered to both extraction and capture experiments were

ganic material in the swab. IBI centrifuge was the only method to

within the expected order of magnitude (Table 1). An order of mag-

have 30/30 detections at both 102 and 10 4 concentrations (Table 5).

nitude increase in copy number was expected because 10 μl of cell

The average number of detections was greater in IBI than Chelex

slurry was delivered (10 μl cell slurry x cell slurry dilution). CV values

(regardless of capture method). Both IBI centrifuge and IBI filtering

for 103 and 10 4 dilutions are generally within acceptable ranges for

were significantly different than Chelex centrifuge and Chelex filter-

expected background variation (10–20%), while the CV value for 101

ing when comparing detections at both 102 and 10 4 (Figure 4).

2

and 10 was high (>20%; Table 1). These CV values show starting
copy numbers are as expected and serves as a starting point in which
to compare the CV values of the experimental groups.

4
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DISCUSSION

Environmental DNA is a sensitive and powerful tool for the detec-

3.2 | Extraction

tion of rare species (e.g., endangered and emerging invasive species);
however, one of the limiting factors to successful species detection

When comparing the low copy dilution, Chelex was better at retain-

using eDNA is our ability to adequately capture and extract the DNA

ing genetic material (Table 2), and there was a significant difference

of our target species.

between the two extraction methods (Figure 2). Chelex had higher
average copies per μl, and a higher average number of detections per
8 replicates (Table 3), but Chelex had over 100% recovery (160%)

4.1 | Cloning

(Table 2), which is potentially due to the stochasticity of cells and cell
clumping. When comparing the higher copy dilution (103), Chelex,

Here, we compared two capture and two extraction methods, using

again, retained more starting material than the IBI gMax extraction

controlled quantities of synthetic target DNA cloned into living cells

method. Chelex had 10,380 average copies per elution as compared

to directly measure how each method performs under more realistic

to IBI at 5000 average copies per elution (Table 2). With the excep-

eDNA sampling situations. Post-cloning and dilution copy numbers

4

tion of one sample replicate of the 10 IBI extraction set, both IBI

were confirmed using qPCR, allowing the quantification of starting

and Chelex had 30/30 detections for both concentrations tested

material used for each extraction and capture method to be directly

(Table 3). The lack of amplification of the one sample replicate is

measured through qPCR copy number. Because all aspects of this
work utilized the same dilution stock, all downstream analyses are di-

TA B L E 1 qPCR prechecks for dilution accuracy of cloned cells
to ensure correct copy number was delivered to samples for the
extraction and capture efficiency study
Coefficient of
Variation (%)

rectly comparable. Using this approach when preparing to deploy an
eDNA study or monitoring program allows for direct comparison of
potential eDNA capture and extraction methods; thus, the best combination can be determined before any actual field sampling occurs.

Concentration
(copies)

Average
(copies)

Standard
Deviation

101

7.5

5.2

69.1

102

138.4

37.1

26.8

103

1512.9

226.5

15

10 4

When each extraction method was performed using cells with

17,451.8

2000.6

11.5

known copy numbers, Chelex performed better than the IBI ex-

Note: Standard deviation and coefficient of variation for the average
number of copies for each dilution are also reported.

4.2 | Extraction

traction at a low copy concentration (102) with more detections
per octet reaction and higher average copies recovered. However,

|
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TA B L E 2 Comparison of Chelex and IBI extraction methods for 102 and 104 dilutions using ACTM1 qPCR assay for detection of invasive
bigheaded carp eDNA
Extraction

Average Copies Delivered

Avg. copies per ul
recovered (SD)

Coefficient of
Variation (%)

Avg Copies per
Elution

Chelex 102

75

0.6 (0.7)

116

120

160

IBI 102

75

0.3 (0.1)

48.9

60

80

15,129

51.9 (24.2)

46.7

10,380

68.6

15,129

25 (11)

44.1

5000

33

Chelex 10
IBI 10 4

4

Percent Recovered (%)

Note: Average copies delivered are derived from the copy dilution precheck (Table 1).

F I G U R E 2 Boxplot representing the
average number of copies recovered
per reaction (200 ul extraction elution)
for Chelex and IBI extraction methods
for 101 and 103 dilutions using ACTM1
qPCR assay for detection of invasive carp.
Letters indicate significant differences
among means based on Welch’s two-
sample t-test (α = 0.05).

TA B L E 3 Detections for Chelex and
IBI extraction methods for 102 and 104
dilutions using ACTM1 qPCR assay for
detection of invasive bigheaded carp
eDNA

Extraction

Average Copies
Delivered

Chelex 102

75

IBI 102

75

Chelex 10

4

IBI 10 4

Avg. No.
Detections
>LOQ

Avg. No.
Detections

No. Positive
Samples

0.3

6.2

30

0

5.9

30

15,129

8

8

30

15,129

8

8

29

Note: Average copies delivered are derived from the copy dilution precheck (Table 1). Each qPCR
reaction is done in 8 replicates; thus, the average number of detections reported is across the 8
qPCR replicates for all 30 replicate samples. Limit of quantification (LOQ) per the 5-point standard
curve is 10 copies. Note IBI 104 had only 29 samples.

the Chelex extraction had a higher CV relative to the IBI extrac-

per extraction will be carried through to qPCR. Chelex is a sensi-

tion at the same copy number. Because there is less chance of

tive DNA extraction method (Casquet et al., 2012), that is, com-

loss in the Chelex extraction (less loss due to material being left

monly used in forensics and medical microbiology to extract DNA

behind during swabbing, sticking to collection tubes, or passing

from dried blood and parasites from prepared slides (Lovieno

through a membrane), the higher recovery itself is not surprising,

et al., 2011; Ruiz-Fuentes et al., 2015; Schwartz et al., 2015; Strøm

but a 160% recovery and high CV (116%) is. This is best explained

et al., 2014). Because a Chelex reaction can extract DNA from min-

through the clumping behavior of cells (evident in low copy dilu-

ute starting materials, it may accurately reflect the stochasticity of

tions by a high CV value during precheck, Table 1). Because cells

uneven cell distribution across replicates. Consistent with other

(and DNA) clump, it is unlikely that there are exactly 102 cells in

studies (Lovieno et al., 2011; Ruiz-Fuentes et al., 2015; Schwartz

every replicate tube; therefore, any variation in starting material

et al., 2015; Strøm et al., 2014) at higher copy concentrations,

1006
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TA B L E 4 Comparison of centrifugation vs filtration capture methods for 103 and 105 dilutions using ACTM1 qPCR assay for detection of
invasive bigheaded carp eDNA
Capture

Extraction

Average Copies
Delivered

Avg. Copies per ul
Recovered (SD)

Centrifuge 103

Chelex

1384

0.1 (0.1)

124.6

20

1.4

Centrifuge 103

IBI

1384

0.5 (0.2)

51.6

100

7.2

Chelex

1384

0 (0.1)

195.3

0

0

IBI

1384

0.1 (0.1)

159.2

20

1.4

Chelex

174,518

10.5 (15.1)

143.9

2100

1.2

IBI

174,518

17.5 (12.9)

73.6

3500

2

Chelex

174,518

2.2 (3.2)

146.9

440

0.3

IBI

174,518

10.1 (15.1)

150

2020

1.2

Filter 10

3

Filter 103
Centrifuge 10

5

Centrifuge 105
Filter 10

5

Filter 105

Coefficient of
Variation (%)

Avg. Copies
per Elution

Percent Recovered %

Note: Average copies delivered are derived from the copy dilution precheck (Table 1).

F I G U R E 3 Boxplot representing the average number of copies recovered per reaction for centrifugation and filtration capture methods
as well as Chelex and IBI extraction methods for 102 and 104 dilutions using ACTM1 qPCR assay for detection of invasive carp. Precheck
copy number (PC), Chelex-centrifugation (CC), IBI-centrifugation (IC), Chelex-filtration (CF), and IBI-filtration (IF). Letters indicate significant
differences among means based on Dunn’s rank-sum test with a Bonferroni correction (α = 0.05).
Chelex has higher DNA recovery than IBI (68.6% vs 33% recov-

testing was not part of the original experimental design, but inhibi-

ery, respectively, with comparable CV values), but it was a poor

tion was suspected to contribute to the poor performance of the

performer when combined with both capture methods. Inhibition

Chelex reactions. After the Chelex samples were cleaned using a

|
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TA B L E 5 Detections for centrifugation vs filtration capture methods for 103 and 105 dilutions using ACTM1 qPCR assay for detection of
invasive bigheaded carp eDNA
Capture

Extraction

Average Copies
Delivered

Centrifuge 103

Chelex

1384

Centrifuge 103

IBI

1384

Chelex
IBI

Filter 10

3

Filter 103
Centrifuge 10

5

Centrifuge 105
Filter 10

5

Filter 105

Avg. No. Detections
>LOQ

Avg. No. Detections

No. Positive
Samples

0.1

1.2

22

0

7.4

30

1384

0

1

21

1384

0

1.6

15

Chelex

174,518

1.5

2.2

26

IBI

174,518

7.8

8

30

Chelex

174,518

1

2.4

24

IBI

174,518

4.3

6.3

24

Note: Average copies delivered are derived from the copy dilution precheck (Table 1). Each qPCR reaction is done in 8 replicates; thus, the average
number of detections reported is across the 8 qPCR replicates for all 30 replicate samples. Limit of quantification (LOQ) per the 5-point standard
curve is 10 copies

F I G U R E 4 Boxplot representing the average number of detections per sample for centrifugation and filtration capture methods as well as
Chelex and IBI extraction methods for 102 and 104 dilutions using ACTM1 qPCR assay for detection of invasive carp. Precheck copy number
(PC), Chelex-centrifugation (CC), IBI-centrifugation (IC), Chelex-filtration (CF), IBI-filtration (IF). Letters indicate significant differences among
means based on Dunn’s rank-sum test with a Bonferroni correction (α = 0.05).
Zymo OneStep PCR Inhibitor Removal Kit (Zymo, D6030), inhibi-

but available on ServCat). The poor performance is likely due to

tion was reduced (more replicates were positive) but still signifi-

the Chelex reaction breaking down the organic materials used for

cant enough to prevent successful amplification (data not shown

the IBI extraction (cotton and wood swabs). Swabs comprised of
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synthetic materials, such as nylon fibers and plastic stems, may be

to higher CV values and lower percent recoveries in low concentra-

more suitable for Chelex extractions. Despite the IBI extraction

tion samples.

method producing a higher than ideal CV value (48.9%), there was

Imperfect detection due to variation in capture and extraction

an 80% recovery of starting material at low copy concentrations,

methods can be overcome by using an occupancy model. Occupancy

which is more realistic of eDNA samples. This suggests that even

models have been used to optimize overall eDNA detection by

though IBI may retain large portions of starting material, copy

using empirical data previously collected through comparative ex-

number recovery is not reproducible across replicates. Because

periments (such as what is described here) and incorporating the

Chelex retained the most starting material, further exploration of

probability of capturing target eDNA in the environment and the

Chelex extraction methods is warranted. Chelex extractions lack

probability of detecting it in the laboratory. The inclusion of this

purification steps that would remove inhibitors. If Chelex extrac-

data can help determine the minimum number of samples needed to

tions are to be used in additional studies, an alternative to organic

have the best probability of detecting target eDNA when it is pres-

swabs should be explored.

ent (Erickson et al., 2019; Mize et al., 2019). In addition to sampling
error through cell/DNA clumping and stochastic error in pipetting

4.3 | eDNA capture

small concentrations of genetic material, it is difficult to accurately
quantify low copy numbers near the limit of quantification (Klymus
et al., 2019). Currently, we cannot accurately quantify anything less

The efficiency of two capture methods was compared in combina-

than 10 copies using a 5-point standard curve. Methods to quantify

tion with the extraction methods previously examined. Consistent

an assay LOD and LOQ are improving (Lesperance et al., 2021), but

with previous work (USFWS, 2021), centrifugation outperformed

it is hard to differentiate between 10 copies and less than 10 copies

filtration. Centrifugation captured more of the starting material,

when there is not a lower bound standard to accurately extend the

resulting in a larger percent recovery and a lower CV than samples

standard curve. In these low copy situations, much like true eDNA

that were filtered, regardless of extraction method used (Table 4).

samples, copy number cannot be accurately quantified; thus, pro-

Additionally, the number of positive detections was higher for cen-

portion of positive detections is a better measure of success.

trifugation (Table 5) suggesting that centrifugation captures more

Here, we applied a novel method of comparing eDNA capture

cells when the target genetic material is present. Although not as

and extraction procedures. By cloning synthetic target DNA into

significant as filtration, there is still loss of genetic material using

living cells, we were able to more accurately quantify eDNA recov-

centrifugation (Song e al. 2020). Even though centrifugation is ef-

ery as it passed through capture and extraction protocols. Using this

fective at concentrating cells, debris DNA, and tissues, there are

novel approach to accurately quantify DNA capture and recovery of

many places along the centrifugation process where target DNA

specific methods, capture and extraction protocols can be directly

may be lost, including the many decanting steps required to con-

compared with determine which of the many methods available are

centrate and preserve the environmental sample. If the pellet be-

suitable for the desired application. Additionally, because the level

comes dislodged and the concentrated debris becomes mobile, the

of stochasticity associated with each method can be measured, this

concentrated material can be lost simply by decanting the super-

allows for improved sampling strategies through the use of occu-

natant. Until there is a protocol that allows for eDNA capture and

pancy modeling.

extraction within the same container, without having to pass eDNA
through filters or membranes, there is going to be a significant loss
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of genetic material.
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the extracted DNA to a qPCR reaction, can lead to high variance
in the amount of target DNA detected across samples. This was
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